
We were treated to an excellent final day of the Mijas Masters with some class bowling in the semis 
and the finals of both Pairs and Triple. With 22 pairs and 18 triples teams entered from six of the 
seven Malaga Federation clubs the event was completed ahead of the playing schedule.

Pairs

Semi Finals 
Ron and Sue Jones (Lauro) beat Fred Stevenson and Derek Carr (Miraflores) 20-9 in a game in 
which the scoreline did not reflect how competitive this game actually was, but the Jones pairing 
fully deserved their place in the final.

John and Dine Warn (Santa Maria) beat John Wilson and Angela Holt 17-11 with the Warns 
winning the last 5 ends to put the game beyond reach for the home team.

John and Dine Warn beat Ron and Sue Jones 16-13 in what was the perfect conclusion with 
excellent bowling from all four players through out the game in which their was never more than 
four shots in the game all the way through and with the game all square in the 6th, 8th and 14th end 
it was decided with the Warns taking three of the last four ends and Rons last bowl just failed to 
move the jack to his back bowls to force John Warn to play his final bowl. 



Triples

Semi Finals
Juan Abeal, Kevin Bravant and Manolo Suarez beat Tony Sandelance, Bill Neal and Joan Corbett 
23-8 within the distance with an excellent performance in the all Mijas clash. 

Ian Patterson, John Fenton and Ian Gray (Mijas) beat Alan Gateshill, Tom McLean and Clive Price 
20-7 with the home club holding their opposition on zero until the tenth end and despite winning 
five out of the last seven ends played the Saydo team were held to singles and doubles by some 
good defensive bowling to see out the game.

The all Mijas final seen the Patterson skipped trio off to a flyer with Gray and Fenton building the 
head and were 9-0 after four ends before the Abeal triple won the next five ends to take a two shot 
lead. A three,  four and two in quick succession took Patterson to 18 -12 and with another four shots 
in the 16th end was enough to see them over the line. A great final and well done to all the players 
involved who contributed to what was a keenly contested final.

The presentation of prizes also recognised the efforts of Jean Bamber and Joan Sandelance who 
were responsible for the catering and vast majority of the bar work. 

A special thanks to our sponsors Ibex Insurance and to all the Mijas members who supported the 
event their with covering bar duties, green preparation, event organising and providing the 
Competent person for Umpire duties.






